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Introduction
During the annual address to the Federal Assembly given on January 15, 2020, President Vladimir
Putin proposed constitutional revisions, including expanding parliamentary power. As a result,
constitutional discussions are now proceeding at full speed in Russia.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Constitution of the Russian Federation established in
December 1993 (hereinafter, “1993 Constitution”) adopted semi-presidentialism as the system of
government. Semi-presidentialism where the executive power is split between the president and
the prime minister is categorized into premier-presidentialism and president-parliamentarism,
based on the legal authority of each actor, such as the president, prime minister, cabinet and
parliament as well as the mutual relationships between these actors.1 France is classified as the
former, while Russia the latter, but Russia’s semi-presidential system is frequently referred to as
“superpresidentialism” or “detached presidentialism” in terms of the status and legal authority of
the president.2
Under the Yeltsin administration in the 1990s, the president failed to form a ruling party that
supported him, and the country faced a centrifugation of presidential-parliamentary relations and
central-regional relations. There was an emergence of “pluralism by default”3 caused by a marked
decline in the governance capacity of the central government (federal central). In response, the
Putin administration in the 2000s worked on large-scale political reforms focused on “building
power vertical” and building the ruling party United Russia, which stabilized the political order.
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In other words, these developments can be viewed as the achievement of a stabilization of the
constitutional system based on the presidential system defined in the 1993 Constitution.
The 1993 Constitution has been revised four times to date.4 Afterwards, in 2008 major changes
in the system were made associated with the extension of terms of the president and members of
State Duma (lower house). In 2019, Vyacheslav Viktorovich Volodin, a Russian politician who
serves as Chairman of the State Duma, led the emergence of constitutional revision discussions
related to procedures for cabinet formation (below, the “Volodin proposal”). Later, based on the
remarks of President Putin, discussions of constitutional revisions have picked up speed. Since the
situation remains flued, this paper analyzes presidential power under the Putin administration and
in particular the various issues concerning presidential authority to form federal executive organs,
with a focus on the Volodin proposal.5
1. Cabinet Formation Process
The cabinet formation process in the 1993 Constitution system is broadly divided into the
following two categories: (1) appointment of the prime minister (the chairman of the government);
and (2) formation of the federal government. Regarding (1), first the president proposes the prime
minister candidate to the State Duma (lower house), and after deliberations and approval in the
State Duma, the candidate is officially appointed prime minister by presidential decree. During
this process, if the State Duma rejects three times the proposal of prime minister candidate, the
president can appoint the prime minister and dissolve the lower house. This is considered a system
design that favors the president, but in actuality, as was revealed by the cabinet formation process
of the Yeltsin administration in the 1990s, through appointment procedures for prime minister
candidates and votes of non-confidence in the federal government, there were cases where
bargaining took place between the president and the lower house. Consequently, the presence of a
ruling party supporting the president and stable president-parliament relations represent a precondition of presidential superiority in this process.
The formation of the federal government (2) executed as the next process became the exclusive
jurisdiction of the president and prime minister under the 1993 Constitution. This process begins
with a proposal from the prime minister to the president concerning the formation of the federal
government, but it must be noted that the appointment and dismissal of the deputy prime minister
and other federal ministers as well as the establishment, reorganization or abolition of ministries
and agencies is carried out by presidential decree, based on Article 83 and Article 112 of the
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Constitution.6 Given this, most of the authority for formation of the federal executive organs can
be interpreted to belong to the president. Considering the political influence of President Putin, it
can be said that since 2000 the president has played a central role in the cabinet formation process.7
2. What is the Volodin proposal?
Volodin proposed a constitutional revision that would strengthen the authority of the lower house
in the cabinet formation process. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev held a negative view regarding
this proposal, but it carries great meaning that the constitutional view of the Chairman of the State
Duma was presented on the lower house’s official website and in parliamentary newspaper.8
Volodin highly praised the constitutional revision of 2008 that legislated the federal government
provide annual activity reports to the State Duma, and he proposed “The State Duma be granted
at least authority to get involved in consultation on the appointment of ministers.”9 If realized, in
addition to (1) appointment of the prime minister, this would mean the State Duma would wield
influence over (2) the formation of the federal government in terms of the appointment of cabinet
ministers.
It is noteworthy that Volodin considers this proposal to be “a problem related to the deficiency
of necessary balance in the activities of legislative power and executive power.” Under the Putin
administration since 2000, parliamentary deliberations have become a ceremonial affair and the
relative decline in influence of legislative power has been observed under the powerful leadership
of the president and one-party dominant system led by the ruling party United Russia. Within this
context, if this constitutional revision were realized, the rising influence of the State Duma in the
cabinet formation process would be greatly defined by actual institutional design and presidentparliamentary relations, but it is also expected to improve the balance of state power among
institutions, mainly in terms of the executive power’s accountability to legislative power.
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In response to Volodin’s proposal, the leaders of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation
and Liberal Democratic Party of Russia held positive opinions,10 and it was reported that members
of A Just Russia and United Russia supported the proposal.11 However, it must be noted that the
1993 Constitution making process and discussions on constitutional amendment of the 1990s
became a point of debate regarding parliamentary authority related to cabinet formation process.12
In addition, Prime Minister Medvedev and Presidential Press Secretary Dmitry Peskov have
indicated negative views toward the proposal.13 These appear to be statements cautious as to avoid
criticism of significant restrictions on presidential authority or revolutionary constitutional reforms.
It is necessary to remember that regarding the proposal Volodin emphasized “detached presidential
position” stipulated in the constitution through expressing his view that “the proposal aligns with
the realization of presidential constitutional power pertaining to Article 80 of the constitution, the
president shall ensure coordinated functioning and interaction of all the bodies of state power.”
3. Presidential Power: Paramilitary Forces and Intelligence Agencies as “Resource of Power”
The important aspects to consider concerning the presidential authority, particularly to form
federal executive organs under the current constitutional system are the following two points. First,
the presence of powerful auxiliary organizations that support the president can be cited.14 These
auxiliary institutions include not only the Presidential Administration, but also federal executive
organs, mainly paramilitary forces and intelligence agencies. These include the Federal Security
Service (FSB), Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) and Federal Protective Service (FSO), derived
from the KGB during the former Soviet Union.
Unlike the Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which are federal executive
organs under the jurisdiction of the president, as well as the Ministry of Economic Development
and Ministry of Agriculture under the jurisdiction of the prime minister, federal executive organs
above including the FSB are not included in the cabinet (federal government), so personnel matters
or organizational composition are the exclusive authority of the president. In other words, they can
be considered executive organs that are auxiliary institutions of the president. These organs are
Siloviki (power ministries) community and have wielded strong influence in the policy process in
the Putin era. In April 2016, the Federal National Guard Troops Service (FSVNG) was established
by presidential decree following the reorganization of the Internal Troops of the Ministry of
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Internal Affairs.15 This resulted in an auxiliary institution of executive power system comprised of
seven agencies and two directorates.16
In addition, the Presidential Administration with constitutional status has 25 directorates
including the Domestic Policy Directorate and Foreign Policy Directorate, and in recent years steps
have been taken to reinforce its structure. It is responsible for comprehensive coordination and
supervision of important policies, 17 by means of personnel policy for appointing the heads of
directorates from vice-ministers or deputy directors from government ministries and agencies, and
the legislative authority of the Presidential Administration including information orders for
paramilitary forces and intelligence agencies.18 There is a certain limit placed on the parliament’s
ability to exercise authority related to administrative supervision against these powerful auxiliary
institutions, or in other words “institutional resources of presidential power.”
Second, the relationship between the upper and lower houses of the federal parliament and the
Security Council (below, “SC”) is cited. 19 The SC is a constitutional organ that prepares for
decisions by the president in the field of national security, with the president serving as chairman.
SC has seen it power increase in the Putin era. It is not a simple advisory body to the president; it
is considered a policy decision-making structure with supervisory authority.
The chairs of the upper and lower houses of the federal parliament are appointed by presidential
decree as permanent members of the SC with veto power. This is attributed to the significant
increase in real authority of the president concerning the personnel moves of the SC by the
Yeltsin’s presidential decree issued immediately after the establishment of the 1993 Constitution.
Under the current administration, too, Valentina Matviyenko, Senator and Chairwoman of the
Federation Council, and Volodin are appointed as permanent members of the SC by presidential
decree. Based on the relations between the SC and federal parliament, SC is to be responsible for
certain coordination functions of all the bodies of state power (presidential function). At the same
time, the phenomenon is also observed where the federal parliament is partially embedded in
executive branches.
When examining presidential authority under the 1993 Constitutional regime, regardless of the
president’s power to dismiss cabinet members or dissolve the lower house, attention must be
placed also on the relationship between the president’s auxiliary institutions (resources of
presidential power) and the federal parliament.
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4. Full-fledged Constitutional Discussions
The constitutional discussions by Volodin launched in the first half of 2019 were not revolutionary
in nature as to change the foundation of the 1993 Constitutional system (presidentparliamentarism), but rather they are believed to be preparation for the full-fledged constitutional
discussions by the later remarks of Putin.
During his regular big media conference held on December 19, 2019, President Putin mentioned
the possibility of revising Article 81 of the Constitution on the presidential term limit. 20 The
current clause stipulates “The same person cannot serve in the office of president for more than
two consecutive terms.” The current administration is built atop the constitutional interpretation
that a person can service three or more terms if they are not consecutive. President Putin mentioned
during the same media conference that the word “consecutive” could be deleted. If this
constitutional revision becomes a reality, no person shall be elected to the office of the Russian
President more than twice, and it would mean that for President Putin, who is in his fourth term,
the current term would be his last.21
Furthermore, on January 15, 2020, proposal of the constitutional revisions indicated in the
annual state of the nation address by President Putin were more in-depth than the Volodin proposal.
The following two points relate to this paper. 22 (I) Significant changes would be made in the
cabinet formation process by increased power of the lower house; in other words, it would allow
the authority of the lower house concerning approval of prime minister candidates along with
deputy prime minister and federal minister candidates, and the president would have an obligation
to appoint the ministers following the approval of the lower house. At the same time, the president
would maintain his authority to dismiss ministers. (II) The president, based on the results of
discussions with the upper house, would be appointed directors of paramilitary forces and
intelligence agencies such as the FSB.
Such a proposal will generally increase the authority of the federal parliament, including
changing the system related to the institutional resources of the presidential power and could bring
about certain changes in presidential power. By presidential instruction of January 15, a working
group was established to prepare a constitutional revision proposal,23 and the first meeting of this
working group was held on January 16.24
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The discussions introduced in this paper are closely related to the accountability issues, mutual
relationship between actors of state power, and in other words the present state of the government
system, while maintaining the general framework of the 1993 Constitutional system. The cabinet
resignation of January 15 and full-fledged start of constitutional revision process will likely result
in more active discussions over President Putin’s course of action and his successor. Amidst this,
Russian political process will need to be observed calmly and collectedly, including the type of
changes in government system and detailed political reforms.
(January 16, 2020)
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